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It is clear that future nuclear systems will operate in an environment that will be very
different from the electricity systems that accompanied the fast deployment of nuclear
power plants in the 1970s and 1980s. As countries fulfil their commitment to decarbonise
their energy systems, low-carbon sources of electricity and in particular variable
renewables, will take large shares of the overall generation capacities. This is challenging
since in most cases, the timescale for nuclear technology development is far greater than
the speed at which markets and policy/regulation frameworks can change. Nuclear
energy, which in OECD countries is still the largest source of low-carbon electricity, has a
major role to play as a low-carbon dispatchable technology. In its 2 degree scenarios, the
International Energy Agency (IEA) projects that nuclear capacity globally could reach
over 900 GW by 2050, with a share of electricity generation rising from less than 11%
today to about 16%. Nuclear energy could also play a role in the decarbonisation of the
heat sector, by targeting non-electric applications.
The workshop discussed how energy systems are evolving towards low-carbon systems,
what the future of energy market needs are, the changing regulatory framework from
both the point of view of safety requirements and environmental constraints, and how
reactor developers are taking these into account in their designs. In terms of technology,
the scope covered all advanced reactor systems under development today, including
evolutionary light water reactors (LWRs), small modular reactors (SMRs) – whether LWR
technology-based or not, and Generation IV (Gen IV) systems.
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Decarbonisation scenarios and
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Kamel Ben-Naceur
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International Energy Agency
Workshop: Advanced Reactor Systems and Future Energy Market Needs

Global Energy Context

• The energy sector is the largest source of greenhouse gas
emissions today, at around two-thirds of the global total

- Energy is the largest source of air pollution and linked to 6.5 million
premature deaths per year

- Billions remain without basic energy services
• The global energy transition gained momentum in 2016

- Global energy intensity fell by 2.1% in 2016, while efforts for fossil-fuel
subsidy reform are spreading

- Renewables supplied half of global electricity demand growth in 2016,
and nuclear net capacity reached highest level since 1993, despite
public concern after Fukushima accident & long-term liabilities

• There is no single story about the future of global energy;
policies will determine where we go from here
© IEA 2017

Global CO2 emissions flat for 3 years – an emerging trend?

Global energy-related CO2 emissions
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IEA analysis for 2016 shows that global CO2 emissions did not increase for the
third consecutive year in a row, even though the global economy grew.
© IEA 2017

Energy Efficiency, Renewables, CCS & Nuclear are
the largest decarbonization wedges
World energy-related CO2 emissions abatement by scenario
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Policy sets the course for the power mix …
Global electricity generation by fuel & scenario
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Coal-fired generation sees the greatest variation across scenarios
© IEA 2017

and public concerns must be heard and addressed.

Key public concerns include plant operation, decommissioning and waste
management. By 2040, almost 200 reactors are retired, and the amount of spent
fuel doubles

© IEA 2017

Renewables & networks attract
most investment in power
Cumulative power sector investment in the New Policies Scenario, 2016-2040
Global power sector
$19.2 trillion
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Two-and-a-half times as much is invested in renewable technologies
than that of fossil-fuel plants
© IEA 2017

A Well-Below 2 degree Scenario

CO2 emissions under NDC trends and to stay “well below 2°C”
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CO2 emissions would need to fall to 1960 levels by 2050, with an economy that is more than 20
times larger;
© IEA 2017

Conclusions
• COP21 was a catalyst for more innovation, research and
investment in clean energy technologies
• Nuclear power can play a role in energy security, climate and air
pollution – but financing and public concerns remain an issue
• Markets are currently not sending the necessary signals to invest
in new low-carbon capacity, including nuclear plants
• As nuclear power inherently works on long timelines, the industry
requires policy makers to provide long-term guidance and stability

• With looming energy security & environmental challenges,
international cooperation is more vital than ever
• The IEA is supporting the energy transition through in-depth
analysis, pragmatic policy advice and technology collaboration
© IEA 2017

Nuclear post COP21
International Workshop on Advanced Reactor
Systems and Future Energy Market Needs
David Shropshire, IAEA, NE Department
Planning and Economic
Studies

OECD Conference Centre
Paris, 12 April 2017
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COP-21 is a good start to global climate
action, ..but not the end point
Paris Agreement - “historic, durable and ambitious”

cop21
by Le Centre d’Information sur l’Eau

Source: www.cop21.gouv.fr

Goal: 2˚C, aspire to
1.5˚C
Nov. 2016: entry into
force
Bottom-up: action at the
national level
Vital: design of rules,
processes and
institutions under
negotiations
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Country plans to curb emissions help, but
fall well short of 2°C target, much less 1.5°C
 Much greater
ambition needed
from States to
adequately
address the
problem
 Low-carbon govt.
policies, actions,
and investments
must quickly follow
Source: Derived from Climate Action Tracker, UNEP and IEA
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Nuclear power avoids huge amounts of CO2
generation over long time scales
Nuclear
Source: Derived
from IEA data

Nuclear power is very low life
cycle emission source
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Source: Derived from Ecoinvent

GW(e)

Ramping nuclear to support 2˚C target will
be difficult, but not impossible
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Challenges:
• Competitiveness
• Nuclear investments
• Construction times
• Regulatory constraints
• Supply Chain limitations
• Skilled Workforce
• Public Acceptance
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Source: Derived from IAEA and IEA

Significant actions needed to awaken the
“Sleeping Giant” we know as Nuclear Power
Competitiveness
and Finance

Clean-Energy
Investments

Climate and
SDGs

Need:
Valuation on reliability,
macro-economic, and
environmental benefits;
& investment certainty

Need:
Investments of at least
US$80B/year for nuclear
power, potentially
double if fossil CCS fails

Need:
Anchor nuclear as a
core asset for
meeting 2˚C goal and
SDGs

Actions:
Full accounting of total
system costs; tax on
high-C consumption,
production, and
emissions; innovative
financing and increased
technology innovation

Actions:
Realisation of all
proposed nuclear
projects worldwide by
2030, life-time
extensions for existing
NPPs

Actions:
Make nuclear core to
achieving countries
NDCs and
sustainable
development vision
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Thank you for your attention!

Credit: NASA

www.iaea.org/nuclearenergy

IAEA plans greater engagement with MS
on future Climate Change activities

• Outreach through COP meetings and
participation on UN HLCP Working Group
• Support IPCC Special Reports
• Produce Climate Change publications
• Research, Training (ICTP) and collaborations
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PESS Planning and Capacity Building
Assessing Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs)

The Issue
Where would business as usual lead us?
Are we well on track towards Paris, taking
into account:
• unconditional &
• conditional pledges?
Source: climateactiontracker.org/global.html

How PESS Contributes

The Output

•

Regional Workshops on NDCs

•

Investment pathways

•

Lectures on evaluating energy
technologies to tackle climate change

•

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emission
profiles

•

Providing the PESS tool MESSAGE
free of charge

•

Optimal technology mix to achieve
GHG targets

•

Developing country case studies

•

Strengthened local expertise for
evaluating energy options
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Examples of Our Work – Regional Projects
Bringing Countries together to Model their Power Pools

NAPP

• Sub-regional trainings for
• North Africa – Tunisia
• Central Africa – Cameroon

WAPP

• Regional training on Energy Statistics and
Energy Balances – Sudan

• Regional Conference on Energy and Nuclear
Power in Africa and the Project Coordination
meeting – Kenya
• Training for Islands and Small & Isolated
Countries –Mauritius

CAPP

This map is without
prejudice to the
delimitation of
international
frontiers and
boundaries.

EAPP

SAPP
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PESS 3E Analysis Highlights
(Energy-Economics-Environment)

• Cooperative Research Program activities
• Assessment of the Potential Role of Nuclear
Energy in National Climate Change Mitigation
Strategies

• Climate, Land, Energy, Water (CLEW)
• Integrated assessment of the energy-foodwater-climate nexus
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CRP – Collaborative Research Project
Assessments of the Potential Role of Nuclear Energy in
National Climate Change Mitigation Strategies (2017-2020),
• Participation: Armenia, Australia, Chile, China, Croatia, Lithuania,
Pakistan, South Africa, Viet Nam, Turkey, Ukraine and USA
• Outputs:
• Development and testing of analytical / methodological
frameworks for comparing different low carbon energy supply
options under various support policy mechanisms;
• Country Studies assessing the role of nuclear energy in
national CC mitigation strategies;
• Generation of information package for MS in preparation of
their NDCs.
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Framework for integrated assessment of
the energy-food-water-climate nexus
• Explores energy sector policies in a broader
national sustainable development context and
explores trade-offs and synergies among
different policy goals
• Deliver capacity building projects in Member
States in collaboration with UNDP and UNDESA.
• Support sustainable development policy and
attainment of SDGs in Member States
• Used in parallel with economy-wide modelling tools
and sectoral models to conduct comprehensive
assessment of development policy
• Expanding number of national projects
• Projects ongoing with Ghana and Nicaragua
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Mission Innovation:
An opportunity for nuclear energy
NEA Workshop on
Advanced Reactor Systems and
Future Energy Market Needs
Paris, France, 12 April 2017
© Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, as represented by the Minister of Natural Resources, 2016
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Photo credit: Mission Innovation

Mission Innovation is a
global initiative of 23
members to dramatically
accelerate global clean
energy innovation.

1.

2.

3.

Double federal energy research,
development and demonstration
(RD&D) investments
Encourage private sector
investment
Increase domestic and
international collaboration

© Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, as represented by the Minister of Natural Resources, 2016
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Mission Innovation’s 23 members represent 80%
of global public clean energy R&D investment

Norway
Canada

United Kingdom
France

United
States

Sweden
Denmark
Germany
European Union
China

Italy
Saudi Arabia

Mexico

India
United Arab
Emirates

Brazil
Chile

Japan
Republic
of Korea

Indonesia
Australia

Source: Mission Innovation
© Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, as represented by the Minister of Natural Resources, 2016
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Governance model
Mission Innovation Members
Steering Committee

Secretariat

Analysis and Joint
Research

Info-sharing and
Communications

Business and Investor
Engagement
Breakthrough Energy
Coalition engagement

© Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, as represented by the Minister of Natural Resources, 2016
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Members have diverse focus areas—
including nuclear energy innovation

© Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, as represented by the Minister of Natural Resources, 2016

Source: Mission Innovation
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Countries are mobilizing to meet the
clean energy innovation challenge
Innovation Challenges
launched at COP22:
1. Smart grids
2. Off-grid electricity access
3. Carbon capture
4. Sustainable biofuels
5. Converting sunlight
6. Clean energy materials
7. Affordable heating and
cooling of buildings

Photo credit: Trey Ratcliff

China will host the second
Mission Innovation Ministerial
in Beijing on June 6-8, 2017

© Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, as represented by the Minister of Natural Resources, 2016
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Mission Innovation: An opportunity
for nuclear energy
1. Nuclear energy is and will be an
important part of the clean energy mix
2. Nuclear research and development could
advance significant clean energy
breakthroughs
3. International collaboration is essential to
advancing nuclear energy

© Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, as represented by the Minister of Natural Resources, 2016
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Thank you!
Mission Innovation Website:
http://mission-innovation.net/
Daniel Brady
Deputy Director, Nuclear Science and Technology
Natural Resources Canada
daniel.brady@canada.ca
+1-343-292-6873
© Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, as represented by the Minister of Natural Resources, 2016

The Integrated Energy
Network

Neil M. Wilmshurst
Vice President & Chief Nuclear Officer
OECD NEA Workshop on Advanced
Reactor Systems and Future Energy
Market Needs
Paris, April 12th 2017

© 2017 Electric Power Research Institute, Inc. All rights reserved.

The Energy System Today is Fragmented
Companies, products, business models, regulation
2
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Integrated Energy Network
Customers at the center

Flexible central generation, storage,
new loads, active customers and better
forecasts balance variable generation

Physical connections augmented by
secure data and communications

Energy and Natural Resource Systems are Integrated to
Provide Reliable, Safe, Affordable Cleaner Energy and
Expanded Customer Choice
3
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The IEN:
Consumer, Producer and Delivery Perspectives

Using Cleaner
Energy through
Efficiency and
Electrification

Producing
Cleaner
Energy

Integrating
Energy
Resources

Integrated Energy
Network
Connecting Customers to Reliable,
Safe, Affordable and Cleaner Energy

Cross-cutting Issues
4
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Producing Cleaner Energy

Ultra Supercritical

Large-Scale Storage

Distributed Energy Resources

Natural Gas

Advanced Power Cycles
(e.g., Supercritical CO2 Cycle)

Gen III Photovoltaic (PV)

Generation IV Nuclear

High Altitude/Power Wind

(co-production – electricity, hydrogen steam)

Technology, policy, and regulatory innovation in the next
decade can expand the options for the future
5
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Source: Carbon Capture Image – htcco2systems.com; Gen IV Image – KAERI

Renewables

Producing Cleaner Energy – Challenges
 For future technologies challenges range from fundamental
equipment advances to system integration
 Challenges today and tomorrow include creating policies,
markets, regulation and incentives to promote cleaner
technologies

Flexibility is a
critical feature for
future energy
generation/supply

Source: Idaho National Laboratory
6
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Electricity’s Share of Energy is Poised to Accelerate
Electrification can
 Improve energy efficiency
 Reduce emissions
 Cost less
 Improve productivity
 Enhance safety

EU Commission, Roadmap
to a low-carbon economy
40
35

Range regarding
decarbonization scenarios

30
25
20

Range for current
trends scenarios

15
2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050

EPRI-NRDC, Reductions in ozone
with electrification of transport
7
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Integrated Energy Network – Key Insights
 The IEN requires rethinking energy
 Efficiency and electrification play essential roles in the
future energy system
 Integrated (Electric) Grid enables the IEN
 Innovation is needed in technology, policy, regulation,
business models and market designs to effect an efficient
transformation
 Global collaboration in innovation necessary

8
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Together…Shaping the Future of Electricity

9
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INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON ADVANCED REACTOR
SYSTEMS AND FUTURE ENERGY MARKET NEEDS
Session 2. Electricity markets
Alain Janssens
EURELECTRIC, Vice Chair of the Markets Committee
Wednesday 12 April 2017, 10.45-11.45
OECD Conference Centre

The “New Electricity Market Design” requires a strong interlinkage
between several legislative proposals
WHOLESALE MARKETS
 General rules for the wholesale
market
 Integration of Renewables
 Network Access and congestion
management
 Resource adequacy, capacity
mechanisms
 Roles of TSO & DSO
 Regional Cooperation
 Network Codes and guidelines
 Third Country Participation

RETAIL MARKETS & CONSUMERS
Electricity
Market
Directive

Electricity
Market
Regulation

the new
electricity
market
design

 Active customers (including, Selfgeneration and energy
communities)
 Billing, Retail pricing & Dynamic
pricing
 Disclosure of Energy Sources
 Tasks of DSO
 Electromobility
 Storage ownership

SECURITY OF SUPPLY
 Methodology for adequacy
assessments
 Risk Preparedness Plan
 Electricity Crisis Situations
 Evaluation and Monitoring
 Regional Cooperation

Risk
Preparedness
Regulation

RED II
Governance
ACER
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Clean Energy Package sets key principles for well-functioning short-term
markets



Key principles for integrated
forward, intraday, day-ahead
markets

RES
Key principles for market
integration



Balancing responsibility
Priority dispatch and re-dispatch



Some market distortions are
removed

e.g. exit low price caps and allow scarcity
pricing



Regional system operation
Step-wise approach to RSO

More efficient use of the existing
electricity infrastructure based on a nondiscrimination congestion management

Congestion management & curtailment
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Electricity market design should value 3 key products to enable the
Energy Transition….
Well-functioning market design should value three key products
Energy

Flexibility

Capacity (availability)

Selling
KWh

Adjusting to
short-term
variations

Firm
capacity for
security of
supply

Markets:
Forward, day-ahead, intraday markets

Day-ahead, intraday, balancing
markets, ancillary services

Market-based capacity mechanisms
where relevant
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….But it is far from being an issue of wholesale markets only
Increasing penetration of (subsidized) renewables and decentralization/prosumers create other
challenges downstream
Despite decreasing wholesale prices, the electricity bill for consumers has increased in Europe due to:
• Surcharges related to RES support schemes
• Increased grid costs, but DSO’s squeezed by net metering

Evolution the electricity invoice in Europe: 2008-2014

• Decrease of support …
• … but new RES targets

• Need to remove net metering
• Introduce capacity term?

Electricity 37%

Transport 26%

Taxes 36%

Source: Eurelectric (2014)
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Decarbonisation and decentralisation: need to unlock flexibility resources

STORAGE

FLEXIBLE RES

DEMAND &
SUPPLY BALANCE
CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

DEMAND SIDE
FLEXIBILITY

FLEXIBLE
“TRADITIONAL”
PLANTS
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The contribution of nuclear power to Europe’s low carbon energy
transition
The European power sector is undergoing radical change. Renewable
energy sources, distributed generation and demand response are playing
increasing role in the power system.
Reduced demand, rapid increase in variable RES with low variable cost,
and a drop in the wholesale electricity prices, has affected the business
case for power generation, whether new or existing.

In this new energy system, decentralised and centralised large-scale
systems will depend on each other.

Nuclear power can play an important role in solving the challenges of this
new, more diverse, energy system, providing the reliable baseload supply
necessary to ensure generation adequacy.

8

Ensuring nuclear power’s contribution to Europe’s energy transition

An Effective
Regulatory
Framework for
Power Generation:

Stable and
predictable
regulatory
framework

A Forward-looking
Framework for
Nuclear Power:

Internal
electricity
market to be
completed
Harmonisation
and
standardisation
development

Level playing
field

Robust EU ETS for
triggering
investments in low
carbon generation

Nuclear safety
regulators
cooperation and
sharing of bestpractice

Key messages
Nuclear energy contributes to the three major energy policy objectives of the European Union: security of supply,
andcontributes
competitiveto
energy
pricesmajor
in Europe.
decarbonisation
Nuclear energy
the three
energy policy objectives of the European Union: security of
 supply,
Jj
decarbonisation and competitive energy prices in Europe.
Continuation
of efforts from
national regulators
theshould
industry
 Therefore,
a continuing
contribution
of nuclear and
power
be part of Europe’s low-carbon energy transition,
 and
Properly
designed
an integral
part of .a future market design
this will
need acapacity
a more markets
positive are
EU policy
framework
Continuation
and enhancement
of signals
the current
cooperation
between
nuclear
safety regulators
 Investor
confidence
through price
that effective
reflect long-term
needs
and policy
objectives,
require a market based
Sharingenvironment
of best-practice
nuclear operators
andamong
a strengthened,
well-functioning ETS system, which are key elements to trigger
investments in low-carbon generation technologies, including nuclear power generation.
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International workshop on Advanced
Reactors Systems and Future Energy
Market Needs
Julien Janes / Market development directorate

THE EU ELECTRICITY MARKET
CONTRADICTORY TRENDS
Offer

Demand-side
 Energy efficiency
 Economic trends / crisis
 Self-generation

 Aging conventional
generation
 Massive non market-driven
investment (RES)

 Heating / cooling
 Transportation
 Digitalization

 Variability
 Storage solutions

Improved markets
Large variety of products

 Commodity markets
 ETS and more…

from long term
to very short term

EU Market coupling
at all time frame

Improved interconnection
management

Overcapacity (and low market prices) as an average
But still persisting concerns regarding security of supply (short / long term)
2

EU “CLEAN ENERGY PACKAGE” PROPOSAL
AND STATE AID GUIDELINES

• Increased market integration of Renewables
o But still subsidized

• Focus on short-term market and scarcity management
o
o
o
o

Energy-only markets (capacity funded on infra-marginal rent)
Uncapping wholesale markets (spot, day-ahead, balancing,…)
Enforcing spot-based retail prices (for all suppliers)
Promoting independent aggregators (flexibility service providers)

• Common adequacy assessment
o Annual adequacy assessment (ENTSO-E)
o Common methodology approved by ACER (how about VoLL?)

• Price zones
An adequate answer to the investment challenge?
Effect of risk / uncertainty on long term financing conditions?
3

DIFFERENT SITUATIONS / ENERGY POLICIES
TAILORED SOLUTIONS

United Kingdom of Great Britain

Germany

-

-

Objectives
-

-

Challenges
-

-

Developing emission-free capacities
(nuclear / off-shore wind)
Ensuring security of supply

-

-

-

-

Contract of difference
Strengthening emission market
Capacity market (TSO centralized)

Massive RES development
Nuclear + coal / lignite phasing out

Challenges
-

Aging baseload capacity
Flexibility
Peak load remuneration

Solution

Objectives

Managing disinvestment
Flexibility and short term adequacy
North / south network constraints
Financing economic / social transition

Solution
-

Strategic reserve
Box 1: adequacy
Box 2: network
Box 3: coal / lignite

Other Member States (DG COMP sector inquiry)
28 existing or planned capacity mechanisms
in 11 Member States
Including Italy, Spain, Poland, Sweden, Belgium, Denmark…
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AND HOW ABOUT FRANCE?
Objectives

Challenges

-

-

Peak demand adequacy
Competition

Thermal gradient (2400MW/°C)
One dominant producer

Capacity remuneration mechanism

Regulated access to nuclear energy

-

-

Market-based
-

-

Decentralized
-

-

Responsibility on suppliers
Depending on portfolio profile and
contribution to risk

Technology neutral
-

Facilitate alternative suppliers’ entry on
the retail market

Capacity providers vs suppliers
Cross-border capacity (implicit)
Up to 4 years ahead

-

-

Access to nuclear energy “at cost” price
Retail regulated prices contestable

Designed to incentivize generation
investments / co-investments
-

-

Regulated volumes (100TWh/an max)

Target partially missed
-

Generation, demand-side management,…
Based on contribution to adequacy

Improved market opening
But very limited generation investments
Inadequate mechanism in inverted price
squeeze

Further steps

Further steps

-

-

Explicit cross-border participation
Longer anticipation (~7 years ahead)

Periodic report on mechanism
Proposal for adjustments / cancellation
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Networks & Markets
Opportunities & challenges
Helge Urdal, FIET
Technical Consultant to WGs Connection
Network Codes and System Design Strategy
NEA Workshop on advanced reactors
and future energy markets
Paris 12 April 2017
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Agenda

1

Future Energy Scenarios
Low carbon - Increased RES (even dominance?) - Many small distributed sources

2

Network challenges
Wider energy sharing- network capacity? Greater variability– adequacy & flexibility?

3

New nuclear adding to network / market challenges

4
@ENTSO-E All rights reserved

New nuclear opportunities to deliver solutions for networks / markets

5

Summary of desirable characteristics
2

1

Future Energy Scenarios – Production mix – MAF + TYNDP 2016

Low carbon - Increased RES (even dominance?) - Many small distributed variable power sources

2020 and 2025 from 2016 report on
Mid-term Adequacy Forecast
RES part including large hydro

@ENTSO-E All rights reserved

Vision 4 for 2030 focus on just wind & PV
Hourly production

Duration curve

% Wind + PV

% Wind + PV

Continental Europe

Continental Europe

Great Britain

Great Britain
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2

Network challenges

Wider energy sharing- network capacity? Greater variability– adequacy & flexibility?

•

Significant expansion of network capacity needed
− Main focus on sharing RES, but also applies to connecting new nuclear
− Public acceptance a major challenge for TSOs
− Also: Push networks harder / build under ground / in sea – use more HVDC

•

Greater variability of RES –focus on best resource
− Adequacy a challenge, when fossil fuel plant withdrawn to go low carbon
− In operation fast increases & reductions in RES, at least locally
− Pressure on other capacity to be VERY FLEXIBLE
− Frequent and deep part loading
− Delivery of reserves – some fast

@ENTSO-E All rights reserved
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•

New nuclear adding to network / market challenges

Very large units – contribute to largest infeed loss
− Frequency management challenges
− Larger network disturbance when large unit lost in otherwise weak system

•

Traditionally not great contributor to reserves
− New nuclear capable – in principle yes, in practice? challenging on safety?

•

Can nuclear deliver fossil fuel equivalent flexibility?
− Needed at NET peak demand, not gross. Net = Gross demand – RES

@ENTSO-E All rights reserved
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•

Opportunities to deliver solutions for networks / markets

Firm capacity
− Need good availability during peak net demand, increasingly at short notice
− Will market rules allow remuneration of capacity – in the long term?

•

Load following & reserves
− Opportunities to design in flexibility – these services expected to grow in value in
market

•

Contribution to system strength services
− Contribute inertia to system, increasingly in short supply
− Contribute to Fault Level (Short Circuit Ratio)
− to retain adequate fault current for transmission protections
− to help stability of all power electronics

− Will ancillary services markets develop to remunerate these services in future?
− Start being made of power electronics having to deliver contributions to these services
@ENTSO-E All rights reserved
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Contribute to inertia & hence frequency stability
•

Analysis applied for the first time in TYNDP insight report “Viability of the energy mix”

•

Country by country analysis recently used as a key reference in national guidance
(IGD) on High Penetration of Power Electronic Interfaced Power Sources (HPoPEIPS)
Frequency deviation

Instantaneous ROCOF with Higher
constant of inertia

Time following a disturbance

Instantaneous ROCOF depends on inertia.
Subsequent frequency recovery will
depend on Frequency Containment
Reserves
Instantaneous ROCOF with Lower constant of
inertia

ROCOF is a critical aspect in a system with high
percentage of non-synchronous generation. It
occurs immediately after a sudden imbalance in
generation / demand
Concerning ROCOF, the system performance is
mainly dependent on the available system inertia

Estimating inertia is used as an assessment proxy
@ENTSO-E All rights reserved
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Summary of desirable characteristics

Energy when needed - reliable MW capacity
Enhanced load following, deep (down to P=0.25pu) and fast
Enhance high quality frequency regulating capability,
particularly in small Synchronous Areas (e.g. GB’s: dP>=10% in
<10s) in addition to voltage regulation - for use during periods
of low carbon dominance (when flexible fossil fuel is off).
• Continue to deliver system strength contributions through
direct connected synchronous generators – FL contribution
with voltage “clean-up” support
• Flexibility
“ to be or not to be - that is the question”
•
•
•

@ENTSO-E All rights reserved
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Additional back-up material
Not to be presented

@ENTSO-E All rights reserved
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Background – Stability phenomena
General principles - national/regional/pan-European analysis
Level of analysis

Stability Phenomena

Coordination
TSO

Multi
TSO

SA

Frequency stability

Analysis should involve all the TSOs of the synchronous area, as the
model has to represent the overall system inertia with adequate
representation of the frequency sensitivity of the connected devices.

X

Small Signal Stability

Analysis should involve all the TSOs of the synchronous area, as the
oscillations identification methodology requires a detailed model for
the whole system.

X

Voltage Stability

The phenomena are local or regional, so the analysis can be
performed at TSO level. Nevertheless, neighbouring TSOs should be
represented if their reactive power sources have a significant
influence on the study area.

X

X

Transient Stability

The phenomena are local or regional, so the studies can be
performed at TSO level. Nevertheless, neighbouring TSOs system
should be represented to an extent with a significant influence on the
study area.

X

X

@ENTSO-E All rights reserved
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Background – Frequency stability
GB EP

GB V4

Other indicators such
as percentage of
converter connected
sources are possible
RES is calculated as
the sum of wind and
solar photovoltaic
generation

Continental Europe EP

Continental Europe V4

Indicator provides
converter connected
generation over the
total generation
Results can also be
presented per country

@ENTSO-E All rights reserved

From DT PS “Frequency feasibility checks on long-term TYNDP scenarios” (link)
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Background – Frequency stability

TYNDP 16 market study results
for all synchronous areas and
visions
Estimation of inertia can also
be presented per country (V4
is exemplified in report)

From DT PS “Frequency feasibility checks on long-term TYNDP scenarios” (link)
@ENTSO-E All rights reserved
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Background – Frequency stability

Estimation of inertia presented
per country (TYNDP 2016 V4)
Several examples…

From DT PS “Frequency feasibility checks on long-term TYNDP scenarios” (link)
@ENTSO-E All rights reserved
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NRC’s Overall Vision and Strategy
for Non-Light-Water Reactors
Amy Cubbage
Senior Project Manager
April 12, 2017

Outline
• Vision and Strategy
• Implementation Action Plans
• Executing the Vision

2

Vision and Strategy

3

Implementation Action Plans
• The IAPs are planning tools that describe:

• Work to be done to achieve non-LWR readiness
• Resources needed to accomplish the work
• How to prepare the workforce to do the work

• Timeframes

• Near-term (0-5 years)
• Mid-term (5-10 years)
• Long-term (>10 years)

4

Implementation Action Plans

5

Near-Term Implementation Action Plan
Six Strategies:

1. Acquire/develop sufficient knowledge, technical
skills, and capacity to perform non-LWR regulatory
reviews
2. Acquire/develop sufficient computer codes and
tools to perform non-LWR regulatory reviews
3. Develop guidance for a flexible non-LWR
regulatory review process within the bounds of
existing regulations, including the use of
conceptual design reviews and staged-review
processes

6

Near-Term Implementation Action Plan
4. Facilitate industry codes and standards needed to
support the non-LWR life cycle (including fuels and
materials)
5. Identify and resolve technology-inclusive policy
issues that impact the regulatory reviews, siting,
permitting, and/or licensing of non-LWR nuclear
power plants (NPPs)
6. Develop and implement a structured, integrated
strategy to communicate with internal and external
stakeholders having interests in non-LWR
technologies
7

Ongoing Activities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
8

Regulatory Review Roadmap
Licensing Basis Event Selection
Advanced Reactor Design Criteria
Security Design Considerations
Prototype Guidance
Consensus Standards Development
Policy Issue Resolution

Pre-Application Activities
•
•
•
•

Oklo, Inc.
Terrestrial Energy
Core Review Team Approach
Additional pre-application reviews anticipated
in the near-term
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Summary
• Vision and Strategy sets high level goals
and objectives to achieve readiness
• NRC is moving from planning to execution
• Significant work is ongoing to prepare for
Non-LWRs
10

INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON ADVANCED
REACTOR SYSTEMS AND FUTURE ENERGY

MARKET NEEDS
The environmental and regulatory
issues of new reactors
Marc STOLTZ
EDF - DIPNN

THE ENVIRONMENTAL AND REGULATORY ISSUES
OF NEW REACTORS

SUMMARY

•

THE ENVIRONMENT, A SOCIETAL CONCERN

•

TOPICS REFLECTED IN THE REGULATIONS

•

ANTICIPATE TO WIN

•

LISTENING, EXPLAINING AND INTERACTING

Ce document est la propriété d’EDF – Toute communication, reproduction, publication,
même partielle du document ou des informations qu’il contient est interdite
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THE ENVIRONMENT, A SOCIETAL CONCERN




The media, political (Paris Climate Convention)
and legislative news are rich of entries relatives to:
 The climate change
 The preservation of biodiversity
 Economies of natural resources
 The Dialogue and consultation around the
equipment
Topics include:
 In legislation, regulations, standards
 In the corporate responsibility objectives
(expectations of the financial markets,
insurance companies, rating agencies, financial
partnership for new projects)
 In the framework for the design and operation
of nuclear installations
 By penalties increased (criminal, ecological
damage, refusal of authorization ...)

Ce document est la propriété d’EDF – Toute communication, reproduction,
publication, même partielle du document ou des informations qu’il contient est interdite
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TOPICS REFLECTED IN THE REGULATIONS
 The desire of the society for independence for the authorities (Nuclear Safety Authority,
Environmental Authority) with pluralistic expertise (technical support, local information commission,
associations), more listening and consultation with the public: local information commission,
Aarhus, consultation, internet , Impact and risk prevention studies …
 Large-scale regulations: for example in Europe : Biocides, FGAS, REACH and the reversal of the
burden of proof for the impact of substances with the need to demonstrate, for a product at risk, that:


no substitute (BAT) was found,



the process can not be modified to dispense with the product (BAT),



all the measures were taken to limit the impact. The Best Available Techniques (BAT) at
economically acceptable cost: you have to know them and let you know, it is the basis of an
authorization file

 Environmental directives not dedicated but applying to nuclear activities: for example in Europe :
Water, sea, SEVESO, industrial emissions, Circular economy, with international conventions that
serve as a basis for European regulation: Aarhus, OSPAR in addition to the Euratom Directives:
safety, waste, basic standards
 National regulations: for example new french regulation : TECV, biodiversity, risks, participatory
democracy laws...With an increasingly risk-averse society

Ce document est la propriété d’EDF – Toute communication, reproduction, publication,
même partielle du document ou des informations qu’il contient est interdite
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ANTICIPATE TO WIN
Regulatory
anticipatory
watch

Dialogue with
Stakeholders

Technological
watch

Risk &
opportunity
R&D
& scientific
monotoring

Design
Repositories

 Regulatory and normative anticipation: to be present as far upstream as possible from regulation
 At the international level : Eurelectric, ENISS, standardization bodies, etc...
 At the national level : inter-operator coordination
 Focus our resources on the regulatory targets at stake: the strategic substances and equipment associated with substitution
studies, necessary compensation according to the logic: avoid, reduce, compensate. Zero-defect on objects at stake is required
 Technological watch: capturing innovations, anticipating substitution needs (ex HFC), biocide ...), know the practices recognized
by other stakeholders (industrialists, NGOs ...)
 R & D and scientific monitoring: update knowledge on phenomena (such as consequences of climate change, chemical
products substitution
 Risks & opportunities: early identification of issues in a context of cost control (imperative of competitiveness)
 Design repositories: Integrate regulations / standards from the design stage and follow developments at all stages until
commissioning
 Dialogue with Stakeholders:
 Have a scientific and rigorous approach to the construction, study and analysis of texts by further strengthening technical control
 To have a recognition of the peers and the stakeholders: internal scientific rigor in the experimental works, studies and modeling
- Presence and solicitations of our experts in the scientific councils and external bodies - Partnership and scientific copublications
 Eco-design approach: for example embedded when opening on EPR NM
Ce document est la propriété d’EDF – Toute communication, reproduction, publication,
même partielle du document ou des informations qu’il contient est interdite
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LISTENING, EXPLAINING AND INTERACTING
Environment and Society


Various very recent ordinances reinforcing "environmental procedures" ...
 a Charter of Public Participation
A

reinforced consultation upstream of the projects ... at a stage of their development where they can
more easily evolve to take into account the observations of the public

 Provision

of an impact study by the operator electronically on a national platform and the possibility
of making observations via the Internet

 Our

Issues:

 Reinforce

the territorial anchorage and the opening during the exploitation to ensure the success
of the future appointments.

 Preparing

 Our

for future consultative phases: debates and public inquiry planned

actions:

 Make

our arguments accessible to common sense. We are no longer between "technicians" only;
The "experts" selected (GP, CLI, ...) have a different profile. The public wants to be associated

 Know
In

how to explain and dialogue:

writing: books or in popular newspapers,

Oral:

Participate in the application, in support of meetings open to stakeholders
Integrate civil society more upstream in designing a project to facilitate its acceptance
Ce document est la propriété d’EDF – Toute communication, reproduction, publication,
même partielle du document ou des informations qu’il contient est interdite
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CONCLUSION

For EDF, an integrated approach combining the
professions of production (engineering, operators, builder),
R & D, legal forces to anticipate the constraints of
tomorrow ...
... to address the two key issues of the future of nuclear
power: competitiveness and acceptability

Ce document est la propriété d’EDF – Toute communication, reproduction, publication,
même partielle du document ou des informations qu’il contient est interdite
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THANK FOR
YOUR
ATTENTION
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TOPICS REFLECTED IN THE REGULATIONS
 The protection of nature and the environment is one of the
interests protected by Article L.593-1 of the Environmental
Code (former TSN) with public safety, health and sanitation
The operator must protect these interests
against:
 Disadvantages [water withdrawals and
consumption, discharges, waste, nuisances
(noise, microorganisms) in normal or
degraded operation];
 And risks [incidents and accidents of any
kind, radiological or not] ... presented by
NBI (reactors), ... ... giving priority to
nuclear safety and radiation protection
The designer must
demonstrate that the
technical or organizational
arrangements adopted or
envisaged and the general
principles proposed for
operating and
decommissioning are such
as to prevent or sufficiently
limit the risks or
disadvantages that the
installation presents for the
interests

International law
(Treaties, European
Regulations)
Legislation and general
regulations
(Statutes, Orders, Decrees)
NSA Decisions
(Regulatory and individual)

Guides and standards
(Circulars, ASN guides, international standards (ISO, IAEA ...),
recommendations and reference levels (ICRP-WENRA)

Countries,
International
bodies

National
Parliament,
Administrations
Supervisory
authority

Standardization
bodies

Operating Repository
(As part of the application for authorization)
Designer
Operator

Design Repository
Internal operating rules

Ce document est la propriété d’EDF – Toute communication, reproduction,
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An Industry View on Harmonization
of Codes & Standards

Dr. Andrew Wasylyk
Project Manager - CORDEL

12th April 2017
OECD NEA Workshop
Paris, France

IEA 2degree scenario: Nuclear is required
to provide the largest contribution to global
electricity in 2050

Source: International Energy Agency
2

World Nuclear Association view:
+1000 GWe by 2050
TWh

GW

11000

25% of
generation 9000

1000
GW

1250
GW

8000
TWh
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1200

1000

7000
5000

800
600

3000
11% of
generation

1000
0

396
GW
2411
TWh

2014

400

150
GW

200
Retirements

Additions

0
2050
Source: World Nuclear Association. Growth required for nuclear energy to supply
25% of electricity in 2050 under demand forecast of two-degree scenario (see
IEA, 2015, Energy Technology Perspectives 2015.
Assumption: 91% capacity factor
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World Nuclear Association Project:
Harmony
1000 gigawatt new
nuclear capacity by 2050
25% of electricity
supply 2050

Nuclear energy to deliver
reliable, affordable and
clean electricity

4

Harmony: identify barriers, engage in dialog,
develop key actions
Level playing field:
Establish a level playing field for all low-carbon technologies,
valuing not only environmental qualities, but also reliability and
grid system costs.

Harmonised regulatory processes:
Enhance standardisation, harmonise and
update global codes and standards.
Timely licensing of new technologies.

Effective safety paradigm:
Increase genuine public wellbeing from a
society perspective. Ensure global nuclear safety. Confidence
in management of nuclear technology and operations.
5

Towards Harmonization:
CORDEL Working Group
CORDEL = Cooperation in Reactor Design, Evaluation & Licensing
Mission: Promote the standardization of nuclear reactor designs
• Every reactor vendor offers one or more standard designs (EPR, AP1000,
ESBWR, AES2006, APR1400, etc.). These ‘standardized’ designs would be
adapted to comply with the national safety standards in each country where they
are built.
• If the regulatory requirements in all countries were harmonized, the design could
go through the licensing process without adaptions or changes (other than those
dictated by site specific circumstances)
• A standardized design approval process and worldwide nuclear power plant
designs would:

 boost investment attractiveness and predictability of nuclear new build
worldwide.
 Improve safety though more efficient sharing of operating experience,
enabling more cost effective licensing and safety analysis and providing
more effective nuclear power plant monitoring.
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CORDEL Mechanical Codes &
Standards Task Force

Aim: To promote the convergence of nuclear mechanical codes and
standards in order to facilitate the international standardization of
reactor designs:
•
•

Making a component designed according to a specific code more easily
exportable
Any recognised international code could be used to meet regulatory
requirements

Membership: Major international reactor vendors, utilities,
engineering consulting companies and code users.
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Current Projects of the Task Force
Finalised Projects
Certification of Non-Destructive Personnel – Published 2015
Comparison Report on Welding Qualification and Welding Quality Assurance – STP-NU-078 –
Published 2016
On-Going Projects
Non-linear analysis design rules
• Part 1: Code comparison – Published February 2017
• Part 2: Industry Practices – First draft available
• Part 3: Benchmark – Initiating benchmark
Harmonisation of Fatigue Life Analysis Methods
• Part 1: Comparison of Pressure Vessel and Piping Fatigue Design
Rules based on S-N (cyclic stress vs. cycles to failure) Approach – under drafting
• Part 2: Proposed Harmonized Pressure Vessel and Piping Fatigue
Design Rules
• Part 3: Proposed Harmonized Fatigue Crack Growth Analyses
• Part 4: Proposed Harmonized Environmental Effects on Fatigue and Fatigue Crack Growth
Analysis
8

From Projects Towards Harmonization

The projects provide detailed understanding of code
requirements as well as recommendations for
harmonized approaches

Industry:
World Nuclear
Association

These recommendations form the basis for
discussions and collaborations with key stakeholders:
Regulators: MDEP CSWG* (Canada, Finland,
France, India, Japan, Russian Federation, South Africa,
UAE, UK, USA, China, and Sweden)

Standard
Development
Organizations

Standard Development Organizations (ASME,
AFCEN, KEA, JSME, CSA, NIKIET)

* Multinational Design Evaluation Programme – Codes & Standards Working Group

Regulators

Summary
• An ambitious nuclear new build programme is needed
(2050 → +1000GWe)
• Harmonization / standardization required to meet the
World Nuclear Association target
• CORDEL Working Group is one of the World Nuclear
Association’s pillar to achieve harmonization
• The Mechanical Codes & Standards Task Force
projects provide support for discussion between the
Industry, Regulators and SDOs on the convergence of
requirements

10
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Westinghouse Non-Proprietary Class 3

Westinghouse

ACCIDENT
TOLERANT
FUEL
PROGRAM

© 2017 Westinghouse Electric Company LLC. All Rights Reserved.

Fausto Franceschini
Consulting Engineer
Global Technology Development
Westinghouse Electric Co.

International Workshop
on Advanced Reactor
Systems and Future
Energy Market Needs
OECD Conference Centre
Paris - April 12, 2017
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Westinghouse Non-Proprietary Class 3
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The Call for an Improved Fuel …
• Fukushima Daiichi – March 11, 2011
– Magnitude 9.0 earthquake followed by 45-feet high tsunamis
resulted in loss of all power (“station blackout”)
– Loss of core cooling led to severe damage of three reactor
cores, hydrogen explosions damaging containment buildings

• The need to remain competitive
Enhanced Accident Tolerant Fuels

– Tolerate loss of active cooling for longer time periods
– Provide more time for operators to react (“grace time”) in a
severe accident

2
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Westinghouse Accident Tolerant Fuel:
This Changes Everything

Game changing technology for the nuclear
industry, with the capability of improving nuclear
plant safety and reliability, while providing financial
savings to the utilities that operate the plants
3
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ATF – Safety and Economic Performance Benefits
• Tolerate loss of active cooling for a longer period of time
– Cladding properties
• Reaction kinetics with steam (reduced oxidation and hydrogen
generation)
• Cladding higher melting temperature and geometric stability

– Higher thermal conductivity fuel (lower stored energy; lower
fission gas release)

• Enhanced performance under normal operating conditions
– Reduced Crud Induced Power Shift (CIPS) and Crud Induced
Localized Corrosion (CILC)

• Improved economics for operators
− Reduced requirements for accident management
ATF enhances performance under
severe accident conditions and
provides economic benefits
4
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Westinghouse Technologies for ATF
• Westinghouse ATF technologies increase safety margins
– Oxidation resistance with new cladding materials
– Thermal conductivity with new pellet materials

• Six cladding/pellet combinations considered
– Based on multi-year research (started in 2003)
– Two combinations currently being pursued

5
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SiC Cladding Meets Key Characteristics for ATF
• No ballooning and bursting

– Retention of tensile strength up to 1700ºC
– Slow degradation above 1700ºC

• Eliminate oxidation driven temperature spikes
– Slow reaction with steam to >1700ºC

• Maintain integrity under most severe beyond design
basis accident conditions
– Melting point >2500ºC

• Good neutron economy

– Reasonably small cross section for thermal neutrons

• Good irradiation behavior

– Swelling is small (<2%) and predictable
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Coated Cladding – Performance and Development
Uniform Corrosion
Cr Coated

In-Reactor Performance

Non-coated

20 days in 360°C water

High Temperature Oxidation
Uncoated

Cr Coated
After 157 days in MITR

After 20 minutes air at 1200°C

Negligible corrosion in coated areas and
integrity of coating maintained
7
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U3Si2 Pellets
Increased uranium density and higher thermal conductivity
U02

U3Si2

9.68

11.3

5-2 (300-2000°C)

11-22 (300-1200°C)

Uranium Density (g/cm3)

Thermal Conductivity (W/m K)

Testing

Fabrication

UO2

U3Si2

Corrosion testing in water at 300°C (50 hours)
No measurable weight change or evolution in appearance
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Westinghouse ATF Lead Test Assembly Program
Timeline

2016
Q3 Q4

Q1

2017
Q2 Q3

•

Offer

Q4

Q1
•

2018
Q2 Q3
•

Q4

Q1

2019
Q2 Q3

Q4

Q1

2020
Q2 Q3

Q4

Q1

2021
Q2 Q3

Q4

•

Design Review
Manufacture
Ship

In active discussion to confirm host utility(s). To
date, two units/cycles have been identified for
potential insertion of LTRs in Spring 2019.

LTR Program

Chromium-coated
Optimized ZIRLO Cladding

U3Si2 High
Density Fuel
•
Design Review

•
•
Manufacture
Ship

LTA Program
100% SiC
Composite Cladding
U3Si2 High
Density Fuel
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Westinghouse ATF programs for LTRs and LTAs
include both evolutionary and revolutionary
technologies….
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Physical Benefits of Accident Tolerant Fuel

Benefits predicted for SiC Clad designs
 Lower DNB impact on cladding 

integrity
 Runaway oxidation eliminated
 Minimizes potential H generation
to non threatening levels

 Failure temperature of fuel
increased to >2000 C
U3Si2 fuel offers significant fuel cycle
cost savings and improved thermal
performance

Increases design basis margins
Increases time for mitigating operator
actions to avert core damage
Reduces challenge to containment integrity
and cleanup costs
Increases allowable times to respond to and
mitigate consequences of severe accident
Coated clad option limits rapid oxidation
delaying exothermic reactions and
increasing grace time

10
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Summary
• Westinghouse is fully engaged and committed to develop
and commercialize ATF
• Key technical challenges were identified and tangible
strides with development and testing have been made
• Strong network of collaboration with US DOE Labs and
various European institutions
• Westinghouse ATF program aims to develop products that
provide significant economic and accident tolerance
benefits

11
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Questions?
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Westinghouse Fuel
• Provide >50% of all commercial nuclear fuel in US
• Provide >20% worldwide
• Westinghouse is world leader in LWR Nuclear Fuel
Boiling Water
Reactors (BWRs)

Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs)
W-PWR

14x14
15x15
16x16
17x17

CEPWR

KWU/Siemens
PWR

14x14
16x16

15x15
16x16
18x18

NFI PWR

14x14
15x15
17x17
MOX

W-BWR

Optima2
Optima3
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VVER
(PWR)

Advanced Gas
Reactors (AGRs)

NFI BWR

9x9
MOX

VVER-1000
VVER-440

AGR Fuel

Westinghouse Non-Proprietary Class 3
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Nuclear Under Pressure
• Two plants shut down due to financial pressure
– Kewaunee (05/07/13)
– Vermont Yankee (12/29/15)

• Others could be shut down due to market conditions
–
–
–
–
–

Palisades (Oct 2018)
Oyster Creek (by 2019)
Pilgrim (June 2019)
Diablo Canyon (2025)
TMI(?)

• Closure risk recently averted via legislative action
– Clinton and Quad Cities (IL)
– Ginna (NY)
Utilities view Accident Tolerant Fuel as a key enabler to
improve safety and reduce operating costs
14
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Potential Benefits of Accident Tolerant Fuel
Design Basis Perspective

Core design/analysis perspective:
Benefits predicted to apply to both Coated and SiC ATF
designs, to but to different extents:
Increases in CHF/DNB limits/ boiling crisis duration for
design basis transients
 Potential for higher temperature tolerance of fuel
resulting in increased design margins
 Reduced crud accumulation
 Improvements to ASI (fuel operational flexibility)
 Improved fuel utilization (extended cycles)
Delays to “break-away” clad oxidation threshold (extend
PCT limit beyond 2200oF)
Increased clad temperature limits; potential reduction in
need for LPSI and/or SITs for LBLOCAs
15
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Extended Heat-up Time to Critical Fuel Limits Provides
Response Time Benefits and Large Potential O&M Savings

• Increasing operator response time windows benefits span a
wide range of actions

– For station blackout improved operator action windows
provide additional time to:
•
•
•
•

Recover Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW)
Implement bleed and feed Scenarios
Black Start Emergency Diesel generators (EDGs)
Utilize FLEX Equipment to support mitigation of extended Station
Blackouts (SBOs)

– For LOCA scenarios various operator windows are expanded
allowing:
• Increased time to depressurize to low pressure injection on loss
of high pressure injection
• Increased times to realign long term cooling

Benefits span a spectrum of operator
actions and accident scenarios
16
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Irradiation test program
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Challenges
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Challenges
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BUILDING A COMPETITIVE
REACTOR

Jacques de TONI
EDF New Nuclear Division
Deputy project Director, EPRNM

OECD conference
12th April 2017 , Paris

ENERGY CONTEXT
 A very competitive market with a significant fall in cost for onshore
wind and solar PV whereas nuclear costs tend to increase
 Carbon price still low even though the concern on climate change
might invert the trend in the near future
 Development of shale gas in the US has brought its price down. Coal prices are
also low.
 The market prices for electricity remain at a low level

Despite this context, new nuclear will be part of the energy mix
| 2

NEW REACTORS: EDF STRATEGY
Nuclear energy will remain an attractive technology for the energy mix
provided the following challenges are met:
 A high level of safety
Flexibility of the reactors to cope with the variability of the renewables
 A strong and skilled supply chain, building experience on a real nuclear
business
 Financing scheme is offered to support these capital-intensive nuclear
projects
 The projects can ‘Deliver on time and to budget’

These challenges are addressed through the joint development
by EDF & AREVA of a new reactor, EPRNM
| 3

NEW REACTORS: EDF STRATEGY – EPRNM PROJECT
A new reactor , jointly developed by EDF & AREVA:
 Power range: 1650 to 1750MWe (Scale effect: lower cost per kW)
 Fully compliant with most recent international regulations (IAEA,
WENRA)

 Evolution from the EPR design taking account of all lessons
learned from the ongoing projects (France, Finland, china, UK)
 Early design review by the French Safety Authority ASN

| 4

EPRNM: HOW TO MEET THE COMPETITIVITY TARGET ?
3 main drivers implemented:
1.

Industrial


Greater standardization of equipment,



More efficient supply chain,



Involvement of the main stakeholders at the early stage of the basic design to
master the end cost of the reactor: cost is a design parameter for the Reactor
development.
Systems Engineering process (ISO 15288)

PBS

2. Digital

Stakeholder
Requirements
Definition

WBS
od
Pr

t

uc

Verification

Implementation of System Engineering and Product
Lifecycle Management – PLM tools, as successfully
done in car and space industries

Architectural
Design

WHO?
HOW?



Validation

Transition

Requirements
Analysis

?
AT
WH

TASK

Implementation

ARCHITECTURE the system
into elements

Manufactur.

Engineering

PRODUCE
the elements

Commission.

Integration

INTEGRATE the elements
into a system

OBS

Subcontractors

Prime
Contractor

Customer

Government

Organization

Enterprise organization (incl.stakeholders)

3. Design and constructability
 Extended prefabrication,
 New construction techniques
 Early involvement of the main suppliers (Extended enterprise)
| 5

Thank you for your attention
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NuScale’s SMR - Flexible
and Economic
Tom Mundy – Chief Commercial Officer and
Managing Director, UK & Europe
12 April 2017

NuScale Non-Proprietary
© 2017 NuScale Power, LLC

Technology Overview

2 2

NuScale Non-Proprietary
© 2017 NuScale Power, LLC

NuDEP – Completed Studies
Oil Refineries Study - Reduction of
Carbon Emissions

Hydrogen Production Study – HighTemperature Steam Electrolysis

(Fluor and NuScale)

(INL and NuScale)

10-Module Plant coupled to a
250,000 barrels/d refinery

6-Module Plant for Emission Free
Hydrogen Production

Desalination Study – Sized for the
Carlsbad Site

Integration with Wind Study Horse Butte Site

(Aquatech and NuScale)

(UAMPS, ENW and NuScale)

8-Module Plant can produce 50 Mgal/d
(190K m3/d) of clean water plus 350 MWe

1-Module dedicated to UAMPS
57.6 MW wind farm

3

NuScale Non-Proprietary
© 2017 NuScale Power, LLC

NuScale LCOE in North America

4

NuScale Non-Proprietary
© 2017 NuScale Power, LLC

1st Floor, Portland House
Bressenden Place
London, SW1E 5BH
+44 20 7932 1700
6650 SW Redwood Lane, Suite 210
Portland, OR 97224
+1.503.715.2222

11333 Woodglen Ave., Suite 205
Rockville, MD 20852
+1.301.770.0472
6060 Piedmont Row Drive South,
Suite 600
Charlotte, NC 28287
+1.704.526.3413

1100 NE Circle Blvd., Suite 200
Corvallis, OR 97330
+1.541.360.0500

NuScale Non-Proprietary
© 2017 NuScale Power, LLC

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

- Copyright -

CANDU Reactor Fuel Cycle
Flexibility:
- CANDU Fuel Cycle Advantages
- Operational Reactors (NUE)
- CANDU Reactor Inherent Safety Features
- New Build Reactors (AFCR)
- Future With Water Coolant

Dr. S. Kuran
VP, Advanced Fuel CANDU Reactor
Workshop on Advanced Reactors, NEA/OECD
Paris, France, April 2017

CANDU Fuel Cycle Advantages & Differentiators
›

Reactor physics
›
›
›

›

On-power fuelling
›
›

›

Low excess reactivity
Highest uranium utilization

Simple and small fuel bundle
›
›
›

›

Heavy water moderator
Softer (thermalized) spectra
High neutron economy

Enabling on-power fuelling
Flexible design
Easier transition between fuel types

Versatile pressure tube design
›

Capability to have different fuel mixes

› Minimal changes in reactor design to use different fuels

- Copyright - © [2015] SNC-Lavalin Inc. and its member companies. All rights reserved. Unauthorized use or reproduction is prohibited.
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Operational Reactors:
›

›

›

Natural Uranium
Equivalent (NUE) Fuel

Combination of Reprocessed Uranium (RU) & Depleted Uranium (DU) in standard CANDU fuel
bundle:
›

Behaves similar to Natural Uranium

›

Stays within the NU licensing and operational basis for use in existing CANDUs

RU and DU resources are available in great quantities:
›

90,000 tonnes of RU reprocessed to date, reprocessing capacity ~4,000 ton/year

›

~1.2 million ton of DU from enrichment and growing

›

Vast majority of RU & DU treated as waste and maintained in storage

›

Reprocessed used fuel from LWRs used in CANDU reactors, synergistic relationship

Significant economic and environmental benefits
›

DU costs are negligible

›

RU is generally higher in fissile content and lower in cost compared to NU

›

Fuel developed, designed, tested in China CANDU reactors (Qinshan), jointly by SNC-Lavalin of
Canada and CNNC of China, licensed and awaiting fuel plant modifications for full core
implementation.

›

NUE offers the simplest, quickest & lowest cost path to RU/DU utilization

›

NUE is a potential replacement for NU fuel used in all CANDU type reactors

- Copyright - © [2015] SNC-Lavalin Inc. and its member companies. All rights reserved. Unauthorized use or reproduction is prohibited.
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CANDU Reactor Inherent Passive Safety Features
›

Two passive and independent
safety shutdown systems

›

Shutdown systems in low
temperature & pressure
moderator

›

No need for excess reactivity due
to on-power fuelling

›

No poison in HTS & moderator

›

Inherent passive sources of
decay heat removal following
reactor shutdown (original
CANDU design)

Advanced Fuel CANDU
Reactor (AFCR) leverages two
CANDU features to:
›

Enhance unique safety features by incorporating new passive and active features

›

Utilize core and fuelling capability to introduce new RU and Th based fuels

~520 m3 H2O in
Calandria Vault

~200 m3 D2O in
Heat Transport
System

~260 m3 D2O in
Calandria Vessel

- Copyright - © [2015] SNC-Lavalin Inc. and its member companies. All rights reserved. Unauthorized use or reproduction is prohibited.
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New Build CANDU:

Advanced Fuel CANDU
Reactor (AFCR)

›

Jointly SNC-Lavalin & CNNC are designing AFCR, based on C6 and EC6

›

No major core or HTS changes, except for longer life and fuel adaptation requirements

›

Commercially tested, enhanced thermalhydraulic featured new bundle with either RU or Th fuel

›

Modern computer systems including DCS and an updated control room

›

A new and thicker steel lined containment for increased internal, external & seismic loads

›

Various on site fixed/mobile power sources and water sources/connections

›

Maintains defence-in-depth features inherent to CANDU reactors, including
dousing, but also incorporates:
›

An active Complementary Core Heat Removal System

›

A Passive Calandria Vessel Make-up Systems

›

A Passive Calandria Vault Make-up System

›

A Passive Containment Heat Removal System

›

On-line hydrogen monitoring and active/passive mitigation features

›

AFCR’s inherent safety with new passive and active features
eliminate plant states that could lead to early or large radioactive releases

practically

- Copyright - © [2015] SNC-Lavalin Inc. and its member companies. All rights reserved. Unauthorized use or reproduction is prohibited.
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Nuclear Future With Water Coolant:

The SCWR

- Copyright - © [2015] SNC-Lavalin Inc. and its member companies. All rights reserved. Unauthorized use or reproduction is prohibited.
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Emerging Lead-cooled Fast Reactor (LFR)
Professor Il Soon HWANG (Seoul National University, Korea)

INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON ADVANCED REACTOR SYSTEMS
AND FUTURE ENERGY MARKET NEEDS
OECD Conference Center, Paris, France
April 12, 2017

Enhanced Safety of Lead-cooled Fast Reactors
derived from 80 reactor-year operating experiences of 15
reactors including seven (7) “Alfa Class Submarines”

B.P. = 1743 C
Nat. Circulation
Pb)~UO2)
Accident
by
-Internal
-External
Events

Dry-out
Melt-down

Recriticality
GIF Roadmap 2013

Inert (no H2)
Neg. Pressure
FP Retention

Prof. Il-Soon Hwang (SNU)

Hydrogen
Explosion

Off-site Rad.
Release

OECD Adv Rx Sys & Market April 2017

2

Innovative and Ready Materials (FeCrSi, FeCrAl)
•
•
•
•

Corrosion-resistant cladding on Code-Certified Materials
S.G. Tubing Double-wall  Leak-Before-Break (LBB)
Coolant Chemistry Management (impurity, particles)
Employing pure Lead (Pb) to suppress Polonium-210
ALFRED

Corrosion rate of test
alloys in LBE at 600oC

Nuclear Engine
ering and Desi
gn · December
2013

11Cr (HT9)

11Cr-2.5Al-0.9Nb
(Alloy-1b, 1c, 1d)
MIT
14Cr-2.5Al-0.9Nb
(Alloy-1f)
Prof. Il-Soon Hwang (SNU)

OECD Adv Rx Sys & Market April 2017

Fe3O4 (Fe
, Cr, Al)
(Cr, Aol)xiodxeide
Al2O3

(Cr, Al) oxide
Al2O3

3

Zero-radius Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ)
•
•
•
•

Underground LFR  Security and Seismic Resistance
No Steam Generator Tube Rupture by Leak-Before-Break
Main Steam Line Break  Negative Reactor Pressure
No Radiation Release  All Coal Plant Sites are Suitable for LFR
Lucens UNPP (1969)

Solar & Wind
Above Grou
nd
& On Harbor

Hybrid Modu
lar Reactor
Underground

Prof. Il-Soon Hwang (SNU)

OECD Adv Rx Sys & Market April 2017
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Market Attractiveness of Underground LFR
•
•
•
•

High Steam Temperature  Coal Plant BOP can be Reused.
Large Thermo-Mechanical Margin Load Follow for Renewables
30 year life for reactor and fuel No Refueling Cost
Economies of Multiples & Low Financial Risk

Prof. Il-Soon Hwang (SNU)

OECD Adv Rx Sys & Market April 2017
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Security, Safeguards, Sustainability & Wastes

“CRADLE-TO-GRAVE”
• IFNEC (OECD/NEA-USA)
• INPRO (IAEA-RF)

Prof. Il-Soon Hwang (SNU)

OECD Adv Rx Sys & Market April 2017
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High temperature
Industrial nuclear cogeneration

www.nc2i.eu

Dominique HITTNER

1

NC2I is one of SNETP’s strategic technological pillars, mandated to coordinate the
demonstration of high temperature nuclear cogeneration.
www.snetp.eu

From 2 degrees to “well-below 2 degrees”

40

Energy- and process-related CO2 emissions by sector in the 2DS

30
Gt CO2

Transport
Industry

20

Agriculture
Buildings

10

Other transformation
0
2013

2

Power
2020

2030

2040

2050

Industry and transport accounted for 45% of direct CO2 emissions in 2013,
but they are responsible for 75% of the remaining emissions in the 2DS in
2050.
Source: Energy Technology Perspectives, 2016

© OECD/IEA 2016

Modular HTGR meets
industrial heat market needs
▶

High temperature
Industrial steam
distribution networks

European industrial heat demand

✚ Industrial maturity
✚ Enhanced safety due to intrinsic safety concept
✚ Modular HTGRs are SMRs
3

Maturity of HTGR
technology
Already significant experience:
test reactors and industrial
DRAGON, U.K. Peach Bottom, US AVR, Germany
prototypes
20 MW, 1963-76 200 MWth, 1967-74 15 MWe, 1967-88
▶ Now an industrial prototype in
construction in China, commissioning
expected in 2018
▶ Plans for demonstration of high
THTR, Germany Fort Saint-Vrain, US
temperature nuclear cogeneration by
300 MWe,1986-89 300 MWe, 1976-89
the PRIME consortium (NC2I,
NGNP Industry Alliance, JAEA, KAERI)
▶

↳

Project of demonstration on a Polish
industrial site

⇒ Deployment possible by ~ 2030.

HTTR, Japan
HTR-10, China
10 MWth, since 2000 30 MWth, since 1998

Demonstration in industrial environment
is the condition for getting HTGR cogen.
systems to the market place
✚ Potential for further developments




4

HTGR cogeneration beyond steam networks
First step towards VHTR

 Extended market in the longer term

HTR-PM, China (2 x 106 MWe)
March 2016 (Image: CNEC)

Intrinsic safety of
modular HTGR
▶

Safety based on simple
phenomena (conduction,
radiative heat transfer), no
need of engineered active or
passive dedicated safety
systems
⇒ easy to demonstrate

▶

Core melting excluded

▶

No radioactive release outside
the nuclear plant

▶

Proven by safety tests on
actual reactors

MHTGR Fuel Temperatures with Passive Heat
Removal During Loss of Forced Cooling

Measured core temperatures in HTR-10
after a helium circulator trip test

⇒Location close to industrial applications acceptable
⇒Simplified safety design: a path for
competitiveness

5

Industrial cogeneration
requires limited power
▶

▶

The power of modular HTGRs
≲600 MWth fits with
Plant
industrial needs

The example of
Poland
 13 largest chemical

boilers

MW

ZE PKN Orlen S.A.Płock

8

2140

Arcelor Mittal Poland S.A.

8

1273

Zakłady Azotowe "Puławy" S.A.

5

850

Zakłady Azotowe ANWIL SA

3

580

8

566

5

538

5

538

4

518

6

474

Zakl. Azotowe w Tarnowie Moscicach S.A.

4

430

MICHELIN POLSKA S.A.

9

384

PCC Rokita SA

7

368

plants need 6500 MW Zakłady Chemiczne "Police" S.A.
of heat at T=400-550°C Energetyka Dwory

 They use 200 TJ / year,

International Paper - Kwidzyn

equivalent to burning of
Grupa LOTOS S.A. Gdańsk
>5 Mt of natural gas
ZAK S.A. Kędzierzyn
or oil

 Replacing by HTGR
would reduce CO2
emission by
14-17 Mt / year

MONDI ŚWIECIE S.A.

6

3

6

313

www.nc2i.eu

Back-up slides
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NC2I is one of SNETP’s strategic technological pillars, mandated to coordinate the
demonstration of high temperature nuclear cogeneration.
www.snetp.eu

Nuclear energy nearly
absent from non-electricity energy
European electricity consumption

European heat consumption

(Source: Eurostat)

8

8

What are the conditions
for enabling
cogeneration HTGR deployment?
▶

No significant technical obstacle

▶

Major challenges: to show
 Feasibility of licensing: acceptability by regulators of
• The specific safety approach of modular reactors
• The coupling with industrial processes
 Economic competitiveness
 Adaptability to industrial needs (availability, reliability,
flexibility)

⇒Need for industrial demonstration of the coupling
9

9

On 14//2/17 the government
issued the final version of its
“Strategy for responsible
development” including a
plan for HTR deployment for
industrial cogeneration

10

+ Recent commitment of chemical industry

10

Fuel cycle and waste
management (1)
▶

Fuel and graphite cycle feasibility issues

Used fuel

 Fuel conditioning and disposal (more
or less separated from graphite)

 Graphite decontamination

Fuel block dismantling

compacts

Direct fuel
conditioning
& disposal

Blocs

 Graphite/particle separation
Graphite/particle
Compact
separation
conditioning &
disposal

 Kernel separation
 Fuel recycling

Particles

• Fabrication of
actinide fuel
Kernel separation
• HTR cores with
actinides
• Sustainability: Reprocessing/recycling
fuel cycle
route
scenarios

 Graphite recycling

D ROUTE

Graphite

Graphite
decontamination

Graphite
Graphite
conditioning recycling
& disposal

Particle
conditioning
& disposal

C ROUTE B ROUTE

A ROUTE
11

+ Graphite separate management

Fuel cycle and waste
management (2)
▶

Fuel behaviour in disposal conditions:



leaching tests
⇒ Robustness of coated particles
comparable to vitrified wastes
▶

Fuel conditioning

▶

Graphite
decontamination

▶

Graphite / particle &
kernel separation

▶

Fabrication of actinide fuel

▶

Cores with actinides




Feasibility of core 100% loaded with
Pu from LWRs
Very efficient Pu burning
• Only 15% of initial Pu left
• The Pu left has a low
fissile content (20%)

▶

Fuel cycle scenarios with
U/Pu or Th/233U cycles

TRISO particle embedded in glass (left) and SiC (right)
Graphite with
radioactive
contamination

reduction

CO + H2
gasification
+ H2 O
+ heat

+
Radionuclides
remain as solid
residue*

Solid
carbon

* Except volatile

radionuclides
like 36Cl, T and

14C

Electric pulse
generator

Water

Before processing

After processing

Disintegration of a compact by pulsed currents
Mass of actinides as fraction of initial Pu mass
Bu
Pu
Cm
Am
U
Np
(Gwd/tHM)
0
1
760
0.1457 0.0486 0.0397 0.0007 0.0001

Pu vectors as fraction of initial Pu mass
238Pu
239Pu
240Pu
241Pu
242Pu
Bu
(Gwd/tHM)
12 0.2366 0.1313 0.0678
0
0.0259 0.5385
760
0.0160 0.0019 0.0070 0.0054 0.1155

Bridging the Gap

Moving from Concept to Construction

Chris Levesque
OECD/NEA International Workshop on Advanced Reactor Systems
And Future Energy Market Needs
April 12, 2017

Copyright© 2017 TerraPower, LLC. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright© 2017 TerraPower, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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The Path to Construction

Copyright© 2017 TerraPower, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Copyright© 2017 TerraPower, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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The Opportunity is Ours
Patient capital and visionary investors
present a great opportunity.
Partnership is essential.
Success will require best
technology and best execution.

5

Thank you
for your attention
www.terrapower.com

THE FUTURE OF ENERGY IS IMSR®

1

INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON ADVANCED REACTOR SYSTEMS
AND FUTURE ENERGY MARKET NEEDS
David Leblanc, President and CTO
Terrestrial Energy
April 12 th, 2017

INTEGRAL MOLTEN
SALT REACTOR
© Terrestrial Energy Inc. 2017

1

THE FUTURE OF ENERGY IS IMSR®

2

IMSR® – TECHNOLOGY READINESS
IMSR® builds on 50 years of ORNL reactor design work and relies on many
demonstrated technologies.
IMSR® is a molten salt reactor system that uses:
•
•
•
•
•

Fluoride chemistry
Under 5% LEU once-through fuel cycle
Thermal spectrum
Graphite moderator
Integral core architecture

Sm-AHTR
• ORNL: 2010
• Solid fueled - salt
cooled
• Cartridge core design

Conclusion: IMSR® has no fundamental technology challenges remaining

IMSR®

MSRE

DMSR

• ORNL: 1964-1969
• Molten Salt Reactor
• Built and operated for
18,000 hours

• ORNL: 1980
• Denatured Molten Salt
Reactor
• Conceptual Design
• LEU fueled with oncethrough fuel cycle

© Terrestrial Energy Inc. 2017
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• LEU fueled with
once-through fuel
cycle
• Integral core
architecture
•Fully passive safety

THE FUTURE OF ENERGY IS IMSR®

3

WHY DO NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY CHOICES MATTER?
A FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONSHIP

CAPEX =

(reactor system’s Safety Case)

Cool

Safety Case drives:

Contain

Cost to develop

Cost to license
Cost to construct
•
•

A reactor’s Safety Case is technology specific
Technology choices impact CAPEX strongly

Technology choices drive CAPEX
© Terrestrial Energy Inc. 2017

Control

3

THE FUTURE OF ENERGY IS IMSR®

4

SCHEMATIC VIEW OF IMSR® POWER TRAIN

© Terrestrial Energy Inc. 2017
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THE FUTURE OF ENERGY IS IMSR®
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PRAGMATIC INNOVATION OF THE IMSR®

• 7 year Core-unit replacement, allows advantages of graphite moderation
and simplifies vessel and HX code qualification

• Inexpensive carrier salt that avoids tritium production of 7LiF or BeF 2
• New passive decay heat removal featuring a closed cycle natural
circulation version of RVACS

• Designed with strongly negative temperature coefficients for inherent
load following (control rods not needed) and passive shutdown

• Greatly simplified Off-Gas management
• Soft spectrum allows very low enrichment startup and 4.95% makeup

• Large reduction in Pu waste production while avoiding salt processing
• Good fuel economy with planned evolutionary improvements
© Terrestrial Energy Inc. 2017
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THE FUTURE OF ENERGY IS IMSR®
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RECENT TERRESTRIAL ENERGY DEVELOPMENTS
 Commenced regulatory engagement, signed CNSC Service Agreement for IMSR® Vendor

Design Review
 Awarded C$5.7 Mn Cleantech grant by SDTC Canadian Federal Government

1Q

2016

April

2016

June

2016

Aug

2016  Duke

 Formed Corporate Industrial Advisory Board with senior executives from ENW, OPG, PSEG,

Southern Company
 Terrestrial Energy USA Ltd (TEUSA) awarded first grant from United States Department of

Energy (USDOE), a small but significant award from DOE GAIN program
Energy joins Corporate Industrial Advisory Board

 TEUSA receives invitation to submit Part II application for USDOE $1 Bn loan guarantee to

support engineering, licensing and construction of first U.S. IMSR® power plant
 NB Power joins Corporate Industrial Advisory Board

Sept

2016

Nov

2016

Feb

2017

Mar

2017  TVA joins

 TEUSA submits Part II loan guarantee application to USDOE
 Innovation Award by the Organization of Canadian Nuclear Industries (OCNI)
 Regis Matzie, former CTO of Westinghouse, joins Advisory Board

 TEUSA moves into due diligence with the USDOE for $1 Bn loan guarantee

Corporate Industrial Advisory Board

Recent developments demonstrate strong business momentum
© Terrestrial Energy Inc. 2017
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Nuclear Innovation
Cooperation
In the Low-Carbon Perspective

NEA NI2050 Initiative

Fiona Rayment
Chair NI 2050 Advisory Panel
© 2016 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

Grand Challenges and Opportunities
for Nuclear Energy
- Safety and waste management are necessary for nuclear energy, ia for the
public confidence
- Nuclear needs to be competitive with other energy sources
- Win-Win approaches on safety AND economics need to be pursued.
Innovation ( = developing and deploying innovative technologies) needs a
conducive regulatory framework (reducing barriers) AND costs reduction.
Where possible harmonisation is widening the market base.
- The nuclear sector needs to use innovative enabling technologies

- Nuclear energy needs to be integrated into low-carbon energy mixes
- Nuclear power needs to make the best use of resources
- The nuclear sector needs competent people and support infrastructures
© 2016 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

WHY NI2050 ???
Why is industry and the financial market not innovating and moving ahead with
more investments in building new plants and financing the development of the next
generation nuclear reactors ???
Double stake:
- Safety (and waste): political and regulatory environment
- Economics, in particular in liberalized energy markets
Need to act on these two fronts (ambition in safety and economics) for accelerating
innovation
Innovation leading to effective industrial deployment of technologies is vital for
nuclear research and development

River of Research and Development
INNOVATION
Industrial Deployment
© 2017
2016 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

3

Nuclear Innovation 2050
Building a cooperative framework enabling
innovative fit-for-purpose nuclear fission technologies

A NEA incubator
to accelerate R&D and
market deployment of
innovative nuclear
fission technologies to
contribute to a
sustainable energy
future

© 2015
2016 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
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NI2050 Underlying Concept
INNOVATION from Science to Market Deployment
Longer Term

Science
and
Technol

Short/Med Term

Testing
Validation
Qualification

Licensability
AND
Licensing

Codes and Norms

R&D Organisations
Industry
TSOs

Regulators

R&D Infrastructures/Demo
© 2016 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

Industrial
Deployment

© 2017
2016 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
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Pilot Example Areas being progressed:










Accident Tolerant Fuels
Advanced Fuels
Advanced Materials
Cogeneration and Heat Supply
Safety and Economics of Gen IV
Advanced Manufacturing and Construction
Severe Accidents and Passive Systems
Aging management

© 2017
2016 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
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Nuclear Innovation
initiatives

Valérie Faudon
French Nuclear Society
April 2017

Who we are:

French Nuclear Society
Founded in 1973
• Non-profit, scientific and educational
organization
• Membership: 4000 engineers,
scientists, as well as educators from
research centers, industrial
organizations, and teaching institutions

Reminder: Nuclear Energy in France

1
2
3

An economic asset
Low electricty prices
Exports: 2Bn€ in electricity, 6Bn€ in goods & services

France’s third industrial branch:
2500 companies, 220,000 employees

Clean Energy:
94% low-carbon
10% of electricity from used fuel recycling

The nuclear industry innovates to reinvent itself for 2030

3 objectives:
1. Increase Competitiveness
2. Differentiate for export
3. Meet civil society’s
expectations

3 ways to innovate:
1. Technology innovation
2. Organizational innovation
3. Regulatory innovation

A new ambition for nuclear energy: 6 propositions

1. Invent the
nuclear of the
future

2. Engage into a
simplification
schock

3. Leverage
electricity to
further
decarbonize

4. Monitor
efficiently the
electricity mix

5. Implement a
fair electricity
market design

6. Propose a
new EU nuclear
policy

Proposition 1: a place where the nuclear of the future is invented

3 objectives:
1. Accelerate innovation on new
reactor designs: « Nuclear
French tech »
2. Develop the technology (ex
simulation, materials) needed
for the future of nuclear
3. Invest in research capabilities
& infrastructure

MERCI !

www.sfen.org

Innovations in Nuclear Energy Systems
April 12, 2017
International Workshop on Advanced Reactor
Systems and Future Energy Market Needs
OECD NEA
Paris, France
Ashley Finan
ashley@nuclearinnovationalliance.org
617.733.5458

NIA Mission & Modes of Operation
The NIA leads advanced nuclear energy
innovation.
• We assemble companies, investors, experts, and
stakeholders to advance nuclear energy innovation and
enable innovative reactor commercialization through
favorable energy policy and funding.
• We research, develop, and advocate policies that
enable the efficient licensing and timely early-stage
demonstration of advanced reactor technologies.
www.nuclearinnovationalliance.org

NIA Strategic Priorities
• Top priorities:
– A staged and more technology-inclusive licensing
process
– A test bed & demonstration platform where nuclear
innovators in the private sector can demonstrate
advanced technologies

• Next tier priorities:

– Cooperation to provide for international commercial
testing, demonstration, and deployment of advanced
technologies.
– Financial support for early stage technology
development and early commercial deployment.

Construction Cost Estimate for Generic
US PWR

Source: Black & Veatch for the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory, Cost and
Performance Data for Power Generation
Technologies, Feb. 2012, p. 11

Nearly all
equipment
cost

•
•
•

$1,065/kW equipment cost according to
engineering analysis
But on-site “stick-build” construction labor, project
management, financing over long construction
period, and other costs add $5,000/kW
Delivery model innovations are crucial

Improvements in
Safety, Security, Waste, Cost, Scalability
Will come from innovations in
Technology

&

Delivery Model

Which
will
require
RD&D

Appropriate
Regulation

Harmonized
Regulation

How can institutions, governments, and organizations help deliver the
bottom line so that the nuclear industry can deliver the top line?

Seek International Cooperation On:
• RD&D: Possible cooperation on
demonstration projects, or more likely on
testing.
• Licensing Harmonization
– Streamline licensing globally so that licensing can
be done in parallel rather than in series,
dramatically accelerating deployment in many
markets.
– Develop guidelines that are applicable to advanced
designs

• Who can do this? Individual countries, OECD
NEA, GIF, IAEA, others?

Thank you
Ashley Finan
617.733.5458

Generation IV International Forum
François Gauché
GIF Policy Group Chairman

International Workshop on advanced reactor systems and future energy market needs,
12 April 2017, OECD Conference Centre, Paris, France

Generation IV International Forum
New Requirements to support
a Sustainable Development
Steady Progress:
- Economic competitiveness
- Safety and reliability

Nuclear Power for centuries
- Resource saving
- HL Radwaste minimisation
- Non-proliferation

New applications
Hydrogen, drinkable water, heat

Charter:
July 2001 & 2011

Industrial deployment ~2040
Multilateral cooperation with 3
levels of agreements:
Intergovernmental
Systems (x 6)
11 R&D Projects
12 April, OECD, Conference Centre, Paris

Framework
Agreement:
Feb.2005 & 2015
China

E.U.

Russia

Tech. Roadmap
2002 & 2012
Australia

Slide 2

Six GIF Systems for R&D
GIF Selection of six Nuclear Systems

Closed fuel cycle

Sodium Fast Reactor

Closed fuel cycle

Lead Fast Reactor

Closed fuel cycle

Gas Fast Reactor

Open fuel cycle

Very High Temperature Reactor

Open/Closed fuel cycle

Super Critical Water Reactor

Closed fuel cycle

Molten Salt Reactor

Recognition of the major potential of fast neutron systems with closed fuel cycle
12 April, OECD, Conference Centre, Paris
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GIF is a platform supporting innovation in
nuclear power…
…To prepare the future
Meeting our energy and climate change challenges will require
the mobilization of all technologies
Gen-IV systems can secure nuclear future beyond the 21st
century by removing the Uranium resource constraint
…To improve the performance of nuclear power
The four “goals” of GIF: improved economics, safety, PR&PP &
environmental performances
…To support the competitiveness and public acceptance of
nuclear power in the mix
In the coming decades, the introduction of Gen-IV reactors in the
nuclear fleet can improve the overall economics of nuclear power
(in particular with closed fuel cycles)
Open nuclear to new applications, supporting the decarbonation
of other industrial sectors (H2, heat)
12 April, OECD, Conference Centre, Paris
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Recent GIF initiatives to foster innovation
GIF has built a strong international scientific community focusing on
6 distinct systems… that is increasingly mobilized around
crosscutting issues, e.g.: material, power conversation systems,
modelling issues, ATF, passive safety, etc.
A strategic review has been launched to investigate how GIF
systems will be integrated in future energy systems in order to fully
take into account at the R&D stage long term market issues
GIF offers both a framework and tools (SDC/SDG) to facilitate an
early engagement between reactor vendors and regulators on
licensing issues
GIF is looking at how to consolidate the needs for key research
infrastructures
GIF is engaged with the new generation through new education and
training activities (webinars)
12 April, OECD, Conference Centre, Paris
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Thank you for your attention!

12 April, OECD, Conference Centre, Paris
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Potential of High Temperature Reactors
Efficiency Gains could be Possible in the Future
with High Temperature Reactors
HTSE and thermo-chemical
hydrogen production
coal gasification

800-1000°C

Steam reforming of
natural gas

500-900°C

Cogeneration of
electricity and steam

350-800°C

Oil shale and oil
sand processing

300-600°C

250-550°C

Petroleum refining
District heating seawater
desalination

80-200°C Light Water Reactor
0

100

200

LWRs

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

Process temperature, °C
HTRs

There is a role for existing LWRs, advanced LWRs, and small reactors…
12 April, OECD, Conference Centre, Paris
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Membership and Systems Development
(year of Charter signed)

Canad
a
(2001)

China
(2006)

France
(2001)

Japan
(2001)

Korea
(2001)

Russia
(2006)

SFR

●

●

●

●

●

VHTR

●

●

●

●

●

●

LFR*
SCWR

●

●

●

GFR

●

MSR*

●

RSA
(2001)

Swiss
(2002)

●

USA
(2001)

EU
(2003)

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

*All activities, except LFR and MSR (based on MoU), are carried out based on a system
arrangement.
Australia signed the Charter on 22 June 2016.
Australia
(2016)

12 April, OECD, Conference Centre, Paris

Argentina Brazil
(2001)
(2001)

UK
(2001)

are also members as
non-active member.
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GIF strategic deliverables

October 2018:
4th GIF symposium,
Paris, France

12 April, OECD, Conference Centre, Paris
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GIF structure and Governance
Current PG Chair’s mandate: 2015 - 2018

Task Force: E&T, SDC/SDG for SFR, and possibly on Sustainability
12 April, OECD, Conference Centre, Paris
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Key positions (Who’s who on GIF website)
Chair (FR)
Vice Chair (US) /
Regulatory issues
Vice Chair (JP) /
Market issues
Vice Chair (KR)/
GIF external cooperation&
research infrastructures
Technical Director (US)
Policy Director and Chief of
Staff for the Chairman (FR)
12 April, OECD, Conference Centre, Paris
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Innovation: GIF Technology Goals
Sustainability
Secure long term fuel supply
Minimize waste and long term stewardship burden

Safety & Reliability (RSWG/ SDC&SDG TF)
Excel in safety and reliability
Keep very low likelihood and degree of core damage
Eliminate need for offsite emergency response

Economics (EMWG)
Maintain life cycle cost competitiveness over other energy sources
Reduce financial risk comparable to other energy projects

Proliferation Resistance & Physical Protection (PRPP)
Prevent unattractive materials diversion pathway
Enhance physical protection against terrorism

Vice Chair missions to foster innovation in the
development of GEN-IV systems addressing:
1) Market issues, 2) Regulatory issues, 3) External GIF cooperation, with
support from the Senior Industrial Advisory Committee (SIAP)
12 April, OECD, Conference Centre, Paris
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3 years program as approved by the PG (1)
Renew the industry involvement in R&D projects
Promote a more continuous work of the SIAP
Launch an initiative on market issues identifying drivers,
opportunities and constraints
Further investigate the requirements of safety authorities, with
the help of the SIAP and RSWG, and define more precisely
what a technological demonstration phase could be (system
integration and assessment)
Identify needs for research infrastructures (qualification of
components and systems) and promote networking of
facilities
Further promote the international review of the SFR SDC and
SDG, and extend this type of exercise for other GEN-IV
concepts.
12 April, OECD, Conference Centre, Paris
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3 years program as approved by the PG (2)
Share best practices in project planning with the help
of SSC chairs and exchange on feed-back experience
from each reactor project and technological
demonstrator launched in PG member countries.
Keep an eye - with the help of the Technical Director
and the Expert Group - on possible emerging and
promising new concepts that are not yet charted in
the technology roadmap.
Think about cross-cutting R&D issues among
systems to look for possible synergies such as
between VHTR and GFR concepts with improved
safety level and performance.
12 April, OECD, Conference Centre, Paris
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